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PREFACE
The VA Evidence Synthesis Program (ESP) was established in 2007 to provide timely and
accurate syntheses of targeted healthcare topics of importance to clinicians, managers, and
policymakers as they work to improve the health and healthcare of Veterans. These reports help:
•

Develop clinical policies informed by evidence;

•

Implement effective services to improve patient outcomes and to support VA clinical
practice guidelines and performance measures; and

•

Set the direction for future research to address gaps in clinical knowledge.

The program comprises three ESP Centers across the US and a Coordinating Center located in
Portland, Oregon. Center Directors are VA clinicians and recognized leaders in the field of
evidence synthesis with close ties to the AHRQ Evidence-based Practice Center Program and
Cochrane. The Coordinating Center was created to manage program operations, ensure
methodological consistency and quality of products, and interface with stakeholders. To ensure
responsiveness to the needs of decision makers, the program is governed by a Steering
Committee composed of health system leadership and researchers. The program solicits
nominations for review topics several times a year via the program website.
Comments on this evidence report are welcome and can be sent to Nicole Floyd, Deputy
Director, ESP Coordinating Center at Nicole.Floyd@va.gov.
Recommended citation: Shepherd-Banigan M, Drake C, Dietch JR, Shapiro A, Alishahi Tabriz
A, Van Voorhees E, Uthappa DM, Wang TW, Lusk J, Salcedo Rossitch S, Fulton J, Gordon AM,
Ear B, Cantrell S, Gierisch JM, Williams JW, Goldstein KM. Primary Care Engagement Among
Veterans with Housing Insecurity and Serious Mental Illness. Washington, DC: Evidence
Synthesis Program, Health Services Research and Development Service, Office of Research
and Development, Department of Veterans Affairs. VA ESP Project #09-010; 2021. Available at:
https://www.hsrd.research.va.gov/publications/esp/reports.cfm.
This report is based on research conducted by the Evidence-based Synthesis Program (ESP) Center
located at the Durham VA Medical Center, Durham, NC, funded by the Department of Veterans Affairs,
Veterans Health Administration, Office of Research and Development, Quality Enhancement Research
Initiative. This work was supported by the Durham Center of Innovation to Accelerate Discovery and
Practice Transformation (ADAPT), (CIN 13-410) at the Durham VA Health Care System. The findings and
conclusions in this document are those of the author(s) who are responsible for its contents; the findings
and conclusions do not necessarily represent the views of the Department of Veterans Affairs or the United
States government. Therefore, no statement in this article should be construed as an official position of the
Department of Veterans Affairs. No investigators have any affiliations or financial involvement (eg,
employment, consultancies, honoraria, stock ownership or options, expert testimony, grants, or patents
received or pending, or royalties) that conflict with material presented in the report.
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EVIDENCE REPORT
INTRODUCTION
Adults with experiences of homelessness, both those who have been homeless and those with
housing insecurity, are more likely to suffer from higher rates of chronic illness and early
mortality compared with those who are not homeless.1-3 The homeless population also
experiences a higher mental health burden than the general population; about 20-25% of people
who experience homelessness in the United States also have diagnosed serious mental illness
(SMI).4,5 Moreover, Veterans who experience homelessness and have used the emergency
department have a 3.4-fold higher likelihood of being diagnosed with schizophrenia.6 The VA
National Psychosis Registry defines SMI as the presence of schizophrenia, other psychotic
disorders, or bipolar disorder. Mental and behavioral health disorders threaten household
stability, which, in turn, leads to poor community integration and treatment dropout.7 Hence,
both homelessness and mental illness are key vulnerabilities that undermine health and access to
health care for this population. Individuals with experiences of homelessness and SMI would
benefit greatly from medical care to help manage their chronic health needs, yet the underlying
context of both homelessness and SMI restrict their engagement in traditional, clinic-based
primary care. For example, stigma in the health system,8 lack of transportation, and prioritizing
basic needs above health concerns limit their ability to obtain primary health care.9 Further, the
risks of homelessness and SMI together likely amplify barriers to health care. For example, SMI
increases housing insecurity,10 and housing insecurity impedes engagement in health care,11,12
which in turn increases SMI symptoms. As a result, these individuals receive less preventive care
and chronic disease management and often receive the majority of their health care in acute care
settings such as emergency departments.6
Thoughtful interventions have been developed to directly address some of the barriers to
engaging in primary care for populations with housing instability and populations with SMI.13
However, despite the high prevalence of SMI among people who experience homelessness, most
interventions tailored to this population currently focus on either SMI or homelessness and few
efforts have been developed to address both vulnerabilities and the intersection between the
two.14,15 The few studies that have sought to improve health care engagement to meet the
complex health and social needs related to both homelessness and SMI have focused broadly on
collaborative and patient-centered medical home models tailored for this population to address
social determinants of health.15-17 Research shows that these interventions can improve
continuity of care, use of primary and mental health care,16-18 and housing outcomes.19,20 While
this research is promising, to date there have been no systematic examinations of the breadth of
the literature about interventions that attempt to improve engagement in care for populations
with intersecting needs related to SMI and homelessness.
For health systems to better meet the health care needs of this complex population, it is critical to
learn about the types of interventions and strategies that have been evaluated to better connect
patients with housing insecurity and SMI to primary care, and which outcomes they evaluated. In
this evidence map, we systematically examine the literature and provide an overview of the
quantity and distribution of intervention types and components that were assessed to improve
engagement in primary care for individuals with housing insecurity and SMI. The overarching
goal is to provide a better understanding of the breadth of intervention models that promote
6
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primary care engagement among individuals with experiences of homelessness or who are at
high risk of experiencing homelessness and who have a history of SMI.
The Key Questions (KQs) for this evidence map were:
KQ 1:

What intervention strategies have been studied among adults with experiences of
homelessness or who are at high risk of experiencing homelessness and who have
serious mental illness (SMI) to promote engagement in primary care?

KQ 2:

What measures have been used to evaluate interventions among adults with experiences
of homelessness or who are at high risk of experiencing homelessness and who have
SMI to promote engagement in primary care?

7
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METHODS
We followed a standard protocol for this evidence mapping review, developed in collaboration
with our operational partners and a technical expert panel. An evidence map “is a systematic
search of a broad field to identify gaps in knowledge and/or future research needs that presents
results in a user-friendly format, often a visual figure or graph, or a searchable database.”21 The
protocol was developed prior to the conduct of the review, and was published online on the
program website. There were not significant deviations after protocol publication. Each step was
pilot-tested to train and calibrate study investigators. While there are no specific guidelines for
reporting evidence maps, we followed the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and
Meta Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines where applicable.22

TOPIC DEVELOPMENT
This topic was requested by the National Center on Homelessness Among Veterans. Findings
from this report will be relevant to the Veterans Health Administration (VHA) as it seeks to
continue the provision of high-quality clinical care to the Veteran population with housing
insecurity and SMI through the development of pilot programs to serve the primary care needs of
this vulnerable population. The results of this project may also be relevant to individuals, health
care providers, and other agencies seeking to improve the health and quality of life for
individuals with housing insecurity and SMI.
Conceptual Model
To guide this evidence map, we developed the conceptual model depicted in Figure 1. Patients
with housing insecurity and SMI experience numerous barriers to engaging in primary care that
occur at the patient, provider, and system levels. We recognize that engaging with primary care
occurs across a spectrum that includes initial contact, establishing care, and care provision over
time. To overcome barriers to engaging in primary care, interventions can employ strategies at
these same 3 levels (patient, clinic, and system). Patient-level strategies focused on clinical
techniques and delivery models that directly targeted the patient. Clinic-level strategies related to
clinic- or provider-targeted approaches, including workforce development, staffing, and
capacity-building activities. System-level strategies were activities to improve system integration
for multi-sector coordination. For example, peer navigators can directly connect patients with
care to help overcome challenges related to lack of transportation and social isolation. Care
integration improves coordination among providers to help connect patients with the care they
need. Finally, models such as collaborative care address system-level barriers, including care
fragmentation, by implementing structural processes that support service alignment. Patient,
provider, and system characteristics modify patients’ ability to engage with primary care and
have an impact on the effect of primary care engagement on outcomes. When interventions
effectively help patients to establish and maintain primary care, benefits are expected for patient
health (eg, improvements in psychiatric symptoms), provider satisfaction, and the system (eg,
reduced emergency department use). We also recognize that these interventions might lead to
adverse outcomes, including patient dissatisfaction with care, oversights in medication
management, and time burden for providers. The first KQ focuses on intervention strategies to
improve primary care engagement of patients with housing insecurity and SMI. The second KQ
explores the breadth of outcomes used to evaluate relevant interventions.
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Figure 1. Conceptual Model

Definitions
To guide the evidence mapping process, we established the following definitions in conjunction
with our operational partners and technical expert panel.
•

Experiences with homelessness is lacking a fixed, regular, and adequate night-time
residence, including being unhoused or living in supervised shelters, supported housing,
or places not intended for human habitation. Housing insecurity is being at risk for
losing housing and lacking resources to obtain other permanent housing or receiving
housing support services. However, because the terms “homeless” and “housing
insecurity” are defining in multiple ways across the literature, we accepted any definition
reported in the literature.

•

Serious mental illness (SMI) is the presence of schizophrenia, other psychotic disorders,
or bipolar disorder, consistent with the VA National Psychosis Registry (NPR). We
acknowledge that there are multiple ways that SMI is defined. For example, some
broader definitions of SMI include major depressive disorder (MDD) and posttraumatic
stress disorder (PTSD). For the purposes of this evidence mapping review, we tracked
which studies used the narrower (ie, NPR) definition and which used a broader definition,
or which self-identified their targeted patient population as having SMI but did not
provide enough information to determine whether it was the broader or narrower
category.

•

Primary care is a service that “provides long-term, patient-provider relationships,
coordinates care across a spectrum of health services, educates, and offers disease
prevention programs” to the general population.23
9
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Primary care engagement is the range of structured interactions between an individual
patient and a primary care provider and/or primary care clinical team that has direct
linkage to a prescribing primary care provider (eg, MD, DO, NP, PA). Specific
engagement interactions can occur across a spectrum from initial contact (including
patient identification and referral to primary care), establishment of a therapeutic
relationship with a primary care clinic, and longitudinal patient-centered care delivery. In
this context, a key component of engagement is the establishment of a relationship with a
primary care clinic with the intent for regular, proactive contact for the purpose of
managing health over time.

SEARCH STRATEGY
We collaborated with an expert medical librarian to conduct a primary search of the literature
from database inception to May 15, 2020, in MEDLINE® (via Ovid®), EMBASE (via Elsevier),
and PsycINFO (via Ovid®). We used a combination of database-specific subject headings and
keywords (eg, homelessness, primary care, veterans) to search titles and abstracts (Appendix A).
No limits were placed on date or language. Case reports, editorials, letters, and conference
abstracts were excluded from the search. We hand-searched previous systematic reviews
conducted on this topic for potential inclusion.

STUDY SELECTION
Studies identified through our primary search were classified independently by 2 investigators
for relevance to the KQs based on our a priori eligibility criteria (Table 1), which were
developed with the guidance of the technical expert panel. All citations classified for inclusion
by at least 1 investigator were reviewed at the full-text level. The citations designated for
exclusion by 1 investigator at the title-and-abstract level underwent screening by a second
investigator. If both investigators agreed on exclusion, the study was excluded. All articles
meeting eligibility criteria at full-text review were included for data abstraction. All results were
tracked in both DistillerSR, a web-based data synthesis software program (Evidence Partners
Inc., Manotick, ON, Canada), and EndNote® reference management software (Clarivate).
Table 1. Study Eligibility Criteria
Study
Inclusion Criteria
Characteristic
Population
Ambulatory adults (≥18 years of age) who have
had experiences of homelessness or those with
housing insecurity and who have serious mental
illness (SMI) as determined by meeting 1 of the
following 3 criteria:
• Primary SMI, defined as at least a one-time
diagnosis of schizophrenia, other psychotic
disorder, or bipolar disorder (as per VA NPR;
see expanded definition above on page 13)
• Secondary SMI, defined as the above
diagnoses plus major depressive disorder
(MDD) or posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD)

10

Exclusion Criteria
• Children, teens
• People with substance use or
depression not specified as
MDD as the only diagnosed
mental health condition
• <75% adult population with SMI
• Interventions that are not
targeted toward homeless
populations, or are targeted
only to those with housing
insecurity but who no longer
need housing services
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Interventions
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Inclusion Criteria

Exclusion Criteria

• The population was explicitly labeled as SMI by
the study authors even if the operationalized
definition of SMI is different than the above 2
categories (eg, could be labeled as severe and
persistent mental illness (SPMI))

• Mixed populations of homeless
and nonhomeless without
subgroup analysis

Interventions designed to promote structured
interaction with a prescribing primary care clinician
or with a clinical team member who has a direct
linkage, or facilitates linkage, to a prescribing
primary care clinician and that meet 1 of the
following 3 criteria:
• Intervention is specifically targeted to patients
with housing insecurity and SMI
• Intervention is targeted to patients with housing
insecurity, of whom at least 75% have SMI or
diagnoses consistent with SMI
• Intervention is targeted to patients with housing
insecurity and includes a subgroup analysis
with outcomes reported separately for the group
of interest

• Interventions that do not
include a prescribing primary
care healthcare clinician (eg,
PCP, NP, PA), which has no
direct linkage, or which do not
facilitate linkage to one
• Interventions that involve a
social worker or mental health
provider without direct
connection to a primary care
clinical staff member

Comparators

Any comparator (eg, usual care, active
comparator) or no comparator

Not applicable

Outcomes*

Any

Not applicable

Timing

Any

Not applicable

Setting

Any (eg, clinical, housing services, criminal justice
system)

Not applicable

Study designsa

• EPOC: randomized trials, nonrandomized trials,
controlled before-after studies, interrupted time
seriesa

• Not an intervention evaluation
study (eg, editorial,
nonsystematic review, letter to
the editor, conference abstract)

• Observational: cohort, organizational case study,
program evaluation
• Relevant systematic reviews or patient-level
meta-analyses must have search strategy,
eligibility criteria, and analysis/synthesis plan

• Clinical guidelines
• Protocol only
• Individual patient case study

• Qualitative studies must include description of
intervention strategy and/or components

a

Language

Any

Not applicable

Countries

OECDb

Non-OECD

Years

Any

Not applicable

Publication
types

Full publication in a peer-reviewed journal

Letters, editorials, reviews,
dissertations, meeting abstracts,
protocols without results

Cochrane EPOC criteria identify study designs optimal for evaluation of health system interventions24
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OECD = Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development includes Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada,
Chile, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Israel,
Italy, Japan, Korea, Latvia, Luxembourg, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Slovak
Republic, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, United Kingdom, United States.
Abbreviations: EPOC=Effective Practice and Organisation of Care; MDD=major depressive disorder; NP=nurse
practitioner; PA=physician assistant; PCP=primary care physician; PTSD=posttraumatic stress disorder;
SMI=serious mental illness; SPMI=severe and persistent mental illness
b

DATA ABSTRACTION
Data from included studies were abstracted into a customized DistillerSR database by 1 reviewer
and over-read by a second reviewer. Disagreements were resolved by consensus or by obtaining
a third reviewer’s opinion when consensus was not reached. We treated multiple reports from a
single study as a single data point, prioritizing results based on the most complete and
appropriately analyzed data. We approached data abstraction in 2 phases.
First, data elements such as descriptors to assess applicability, high-level intervention details,
and outcomes were abstracted. Key characteristics abstracted included patient descriptors (eg,
age, sex, race), intervention characteristics (eg, entry point to care, engagement methods,
provider type), comparator (if any), and outcomes. When critical data were missing or unclear in
published reports, we requested supplemental data from the study authors. Key features relevant
to applicability included the match between the sample and target populations (eg, age, Veteran
status).
Second, a subgroup of the larger team (MSB, CD, JRD, KMG) abstracted specific strategies used
by each intervention or program. An initial list of potential strategies was drawn from previous
reviews of interventions linking primary care to patients with experiences of homelessness.14,15
The list of potential strategies was revised collaboratively by the subgroup of investigators after
abstracting an initial 2 citations. The intervention strategies for the rest of the included studies
were abstracted independently by 2 investigators and then reconciled for final determination.
This group met regularly during this second-level abstraction to discuss any additional changes
needed for the intervention strategies list.
For details of study characteristics, see Appendix B. Appendix C presents details of the
intervention characteristics. Appendix D lists outcome measures, and Appendix E shows
reported findings by included study. Appendix F lists excluded studies and the reason for
exclusion.

QUALITY ASSESSMENT
As this is an evidence mapping review, we did not assess the methodological quality of
individual studies.21

DATA SYNTHESIS
We summarized the literature using relevant data abstracted from the eligible studies. Summary
tables describe the key study characteristics of the primary studies: study design, patient
demographics, and details of the intervention. Data were summarized narratively. Data
presentations include tabular and graphical formats, as appropriate, to convey key features of the
literature.
12
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In order to systematically characterize the complexity of included interventions and programs,
we used the intervention Complexity Assessment Tool for Systematic Reviews (iCAT_SR).25
Two investigators (KMG, MSB) applied the 10 iCAT_SR dimensions and assessment criteria to
an initial 4 studies to establish an approach to application in the context of this mapping project.
Then, the iCAT_SR was applied to the remaining included studies by 1 investigator and overread by a second (Appendix G).
Next, we sought to determine an intervention’s degree of integration with primary care. While
we are aware of existing frameworks that allow for the categorization of interventions along a
continuum of integration26 or integrated mental health, such as the Integrated Practice
Assessment Tool (IPAT),27 we were unable to apply existing tools directly because of
insufficient information provided by individual studies. Therefore, we identified the following
individual key elements of integration based on such tools and identified the presence or absence
of each element across the included studies:
(1) Standard referral: nonspecific referral pathways linking patients to primary care
without evidence of clear interactive communication
(2) Enhanced referral: established relationships with primary care providers who are not an
embedded part of the intervention, but with whom there is some form of interactive
communication across disciplines that can be activated when needed
(3) Co-location: primary care is co-located in same physical space as other disciplines
working with targeted patient population (note this can occur with or without
interdisciplinary care planning)
(4) Interdisciplinary care planning: evidence of regular interdisciplinary collaboration
around the planning of care for individual patients (note that this can occur with or
without co-location of disciplines)
Our analysis is presented as a broad literature map without synthesis of the results across studies
or quality of individual studies, or the strength of evidence for the KQs.

RATING THE BODY OF EVIDENCE
In keeping with established methods for evidence mapping reviews, we did not grade the
strength of evidence for each KQ.21

PEER REVIEW
A draft version of this report was reviewed by technical experts and clinical leadership. A
transcript of their comments and our responses is in Appendix H
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RESULTS
LITERATURE FLOW
We identified 7,897 studies through searches of MEDLINE® (via Ovid®), EMBASE, and
PsycINFO (Figure 2). An additional 7 articles were identified through reviewing bibliographies
of relevant review articles for a total of 7,904 articles. After removing duplicates, there were
4,650 articles. After applying inclusion and exclusion criteria to titles and abstracts, 191 articles
remained for full-text review. Included studies were conducted across Canada and the United
States. Two studies were conducted within the VA.
Figure 2. Literature Flow Chart

Search results:
4,650 references*

Excluded = 4,459 references
After review of titles and abstracts

Excluded = 169 references
•
•
•
•
•

Retrieved for full-text
review: 191 references

Not OECD: 3
Not population of interest: 101
Not eligible intervention: 37
Not eligible design: 26
Unable to retrieve full text: 2

Included studies:
22 references reporting on
15 unique studies
*Search results from Ovid MEDLINE (3,358), EMBASE (942), PsycINFO (343), and identified from relevant
articles (7) were combined.

14
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KEY QUESTION 1: What intervention strategies have been studied
among adults with experiences of homelessness or who are at high
risk of experiencing homelessness and who have serious mental
illness (SMI) to promote engagement in primary care?
Key Points
•

Interventions designed to promote engagement in primary care for adults with
experiences of homelessness or who are at high risk of experiencing homelessness and
have SMI often employ multi-level strategies (eg, at the patient, clinic, and system
levels).

•

The most frequently described patient-level strategies include health education, service
navigation, material housing support, and interdisciplinary needs assessment.

•

Population-specific employee training was the most common clinic-level strategy, while
psychiatry, primary care, and care management were the most frequently described
disciplines delivering the intervention strategies across included studies.

•

System-level strategies include shared documentation and record systems (eg, electronic
health records and social services administrative records), standardized performance
metrics, and a proactive monitoring system.

•

There was a relatively even distribution of the 4 key elements of practice integration
across included studies, including co-location of primary care with other disciplines,
interdisciplinary care planning, a network of established referral pathways built to
support interactive communication, and standard referral mechanisms.

Detailed Findings
We identified a total of 22 articles describing 15 different interventions and programs designed
to support primary care engagement among patients with housing insecurity and SMI.28-49 Seven
of the 22 included articles describe the ACCESS demonstration project,38-44 which we discuss
separately from the other 14 individual interventions and programs.
ACCESS Characteristics and Demographics
The Access to Community Care and Effective Services and Support (ACCESS) was a federal
demonstration program initiated in 1993. It was developed in response to recommendations from
the Federal Task Force on Homelessness and Mental Illness, which sought to address the barriers
generated by fragmented and isolated service delivery systems.38-44 Endorsed and funded by the
US Department of Health and Human Services, the goal of ACCESS was to test the effectiveness
of systems integration strategies hypothesized to support patients with experiences of
homelessness and mental illness by improving coordination across the social and medical care
continuum. The ACCESS program was implemented at 18 sites in 9 pairs across major cities in
the United States; all sites were provided financial resources to enhance services, but only 9 were
given additional funding to support system integration.
We identified 7 publications that evaluated different aspects of the ACCESS multi-site
comparative program evaluation and which included reference to primary care as a component of
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system integration (see Table 2 and Appendix B).38-44 Included ACCESS analyses were
published in the 11 years spanning 1997 to 2008 and examined outcomes at the patient level (eg,
physical and mental health status, health care utilization), clinic level (eg, patient referrals), and
system level (eg, agency linkages and system coordination). One study compared the impact of
gender on the outcomes of the ACCESS program.38 Included studies examined data across
ACCESS sites (all but one41 from all 18 different sites around the country. Four studies (57%)
reported the source of patient enrollment, which included locations such as homeless shelters, the
streets, drop-in centers, service agencies, and soup kitchens, among others.
Individual participants at ACCESS sites were required to be homeless (had spent at least 7 of the
past 14 nights in a shelter, outdoors, or in a public or abandoned building); have severe mental
illness (psychiatric eligibility was determined with a 30-item screening algorithm); and not be
involved in ongoing mental health treatment. Two studies reported patient-level
demographics.38,43 Both reported patient mean age as 38.5 years. One study reported the
racial/ethnic make-up of patients, with 44.5% Black and 5.2% Hispanic.43 One study reported
mean monthly income of $328 (standard deviation, $449).43 No study reported patient
employment status. One study reported a 16% alcohol use disorder among patients.38
Table 2. Evidence Profile of ACCESS Studies (n=7)
Number of studies: 7 studies (1 intervention)
Study designs: ACCESS multisite comparative program evaluation (n=7)
Number of participantsa: n=7,229
Enrollment settinga,b: homeless shelters, the streets, drop-in centers, service agencies, and soup
kitchens, among others (3 studies NR)
Countries: 18 cities across USA (n=1)
Serious mental illness: ACCESS intervention designed specifically for patients with SMI
Housing insecurity: Participants had spent at least 7 of the past 14 nights in a shelter, outdoors, or in a
public or abandoned building
Patient demographics: median age = 38 years old (5 studies NR); women (37%) (5 studies NR) race
(44.5% Black) (6 studies NR)
Duration of intervention: 5-year demonstration project
Patient-level intervention domains: education/training (n= 0); evidence-based patient interactions
(n=3); outreach (n=0); clinical/case management (n=5); structural/material supports (n=4); low-barrier
clinic approaches (n=1)
Clinic-level intervention domains: program staff support (n=4); specialized team members (n=0);
clinical offering domain (n=0)
System-level intervention domains: data sharing infrastructure (n=4); evaluation (n=0); coordination
approaches (n=3)
Primary outcomes reported: system integration (n=3); health status (n=1); other (n=1) (2 studies NR)c
Not all ACCESS studies analyze data from full cohort
Studies recruited from multiple locations
c
Studies reported more than one primary outcome
a

b
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Non-ACCESS Study Characteristics and Demographics
We identified 14 interventions to improve access to primary care for individuals with SMI
experiencing homelessness (see Table 3 and Appendix B).28,30-37,45-49 Study designs included
cohort studies (n=428,36,45,47), program evaluations (n=432,35,48,49), controlled before-after studies
(n=234,37), randomized controlled trials (n=231,33), a cross-sectional study (n=146), and a
qualitative study (n=130). Twelve studies (86%) reported participant-level enrollment.28,3034,36,37,45-47,49
Of 12 studies reporting, 10 studies (83%) included 500 or fewer participants,28,3034,36,37,46,49
1 study had 501-1000 participants,47 and 1 study had more than 1000 participants.45
Eleven studies (79%) reported participant sex28,30-37,45-49; 10 studies enrolled mostly men in the
intervention group (range 62.6% to 100% male),28,30,33-37,45,46,49 and 1 study reported a slight
minority of men in the intervention group (45% male).31 All 5 studies with comparison groups
reported majority male samples (range 56% to 100%).28,31,34,36,37 Of the 10 studies (71%)
reporting age of participants, the mean age range was 38.6 to 52.9 years.28,31,33-37,45,46,49 Four
studies (28%) were majority white, 28,31,34,455 studies (36%) were majority Black,33,35,37,46,49 and 1
study reported most participants were of Hispanic ethnicity.36 Four included studies (28%) did
not report the racial/ethnic make-up of participants.30,32,47,48
All 14 interventions were conducted in either the United States (n=10, 71%)30-33,35-37,45,46,48 or
Canada (n=4, 28%)28,34,47,49. While targeting patients with housing insecurity, 9 studies (64%)
did not report specific baseline housing status of participants; 1 study (7%) reported number of
nights spent on streets or in shelters in past 12 months34; 1 study (7%) reported situational (ie,
episodic) versus chronic homelessness36; 1 study (7%) reported whether or not individuals were
in transitional housing30; and 1 study (7%) reported whether individuals lived in transitional
housing (supervised or temporary shelters) or had a primary nighttime residence not meant for
human habitation.31
Table 3. Evidence Profile of Non-ACCESS studies (n=15)
Number of studies: 15 studies (14 interventions)
Study designs: randomized controlled trial (n=2); controlled before and after (n=2); cohort (n=4);
program evaluation (n=4); cross-sectional (n=1); qualitative (n=1)
Number of participants: 3,945 (2 studies NR);
Enrollment settinga: housing services (n=7); clinical setting or a multidisciplinary program (n=5); criminal
justice (n=2); soup kitchen (n=1); drop-in service center (n=1); outreach team (n=1); setting not reported
(n=4)
Countries: USA (n=10); Canada (n=4)
Serious mental illness: explicitly designed for patients with SMI (n=11); 75% or more patients meeting
broad definitions of SMI (n=7)
Housing insecurity: all studies targeted patients with housing insecurity; number of nights on the street
(n=1); situational vs chronic homelessness (n=1); transitional housing (n=2); specific housing status not
reported (n=9)
Patient demographics: median age = 44 years old (2 studies NR); women (10%) (6 studies NR); race
(51% White) (10 studies NR) (50% Black) (8 studies NR)b
Duration of intervention: median duration was 12 months range (6 weeks to 2 years) (6 studies NR)
Patient-level intervention domains: education/training (n= 5); evidence-based patient interactions
(n=9); outreach (n=4); clinical/case management (n=13); structural/material supports (n=10); low-barrier
clinic approaches (n=6)
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Clinic-level intervention domains: program staff support (n=18); specialized team members (n=7);
clinical offering (n=3)
System-level intervention domains: data sharing infrastructure (n=9-4); evaluation (n=2); coordination
approaches (n=0)
Primary outcomes reported: healthcare utilization (n=4); health status (n=3); other (n=3) (5 studies NR)c
Studies recruited from multiple locations
Only 2 studies report both Black and White race information
c
Studies reported more than 1 primary outcome
a

b

The patient enrollment locations varied across the included studies (Figure 3.) Five studies
reported recruiting from a clinical setting or a multidisciplinary program28,31,33,48,49; 3 of these
reported also recruiting from a housing services location.28,31,33 Four studies reported recruiting
only from housing services.30,34,37,45 One study recruited from the criminal justice system alone,36
and 1 study recruited from the criminal justice system in combination with other locations.49 In
addition to other recruitment locations, 1 study recruited from a drop-in service center,37 1 from a
soup kitchen,45 and 1 with the help of outreach teams.49 Four studies did not report recruitment
locations.32,35,46,47
Figure 3. Sources of Patient Enrollmenta,b

a
b

Studies could use multiple sources for patient recruitment
Does not include ACCESS studies

The included studies met our eligibility criteria for being designed for patients with SMI as
follows: 11 studies were explicitly designed for patients with SMI,30-35,45-49 and 3 studies were
not specifically designed for patients with SMI but met our criteria for including 75% or greater
patients meeting broad definitions of SMI (ie, also major depressive disorder and posttraumatic
stress disorder).28,36,37 No studies met eligibility criteria by including a subgroup analysis limited
to patients with SMI or by meeting the 75% criteria with the narrower definition of SMI (ie,
schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, and other psychotic disorders). Three studies explicitly designed
for patients with SMI did not report characteristics of SMI for their sample.32,47,48 Some studies
also reported comorbid conditions, primarily other behavioral and mental health conditions. For
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example, of the 7 studies reporting comorbid substance use, 9% to 74% of participants were
identified to also have active drug and/or alcohol use.28,34,36,37,45-47,49
Intervention Strategies by Level
For KQ 1, we identified all intervention strategies described by each study and categorized each
individual strategy according to its targeted level of action: patient, clinic, or system.
Intervention strategies identified were not restricted to those pertaining to primary care
engagement. To organize these findings, we grouped intervention strategies within level into
domains (see Figure 4). Across all included studies, we identified 22 patient-level intervention
strategies across 6 domains; 4 clinic-level intervention strategies across 3 domains; and 5
system-level strategies across 3 domains (see Figure 5). Four studies included strategies at all 3
levels,31,32,34,35 and 1 study included strategies on only 1 level.45 All studies used at least 2
patient-level strategies, and the total number of strategies described ranged from 2 to 11.
Additionally, we found 6 different disciplines that compromised the core intervention staffing
and 7 types of collaborating agencies typically partnered with for additional services. Next, we
describe reported intervention strategies at each of the 3 levels. The median duration of these
intervention was 12 months and ranged from 6 weeks to 2 years,28,30,31,33,37,46,47,49 although 6
studies did not report this information.32,34-36,45,48
Figure 4. Framework of Multi-Level Intervention Strategies
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Figure 5. Studies per Domain at Patient, Clinic, and System Levels

Patient-level Intervention Strategies
Included studies employed a variety of intervention strategies which directly targeted patients,
which we organized into 6 domains (ie, education/training, evidence-based patient interactions,
outreach, clinical/case management, structural/material supports, low barrier clinic approaches).
The most frequently described patient-level strategies were health education (5 studies),
motivational interviewing (5 studies), interdisciplinary intake (7 studies), service navigation (6
studies), and material assistance for housing (9 studies) (Table 4). Interdisciplinary needs
assessment and service navigation typically emphasized the uptake of services based on
enhanced referral pathways to community-based organizations, social services, or specialized
medical services. Additionally, 14 studies featured material supports by providing housing,
access to technology, income assistance, and food assistance programs.30,31,34-37,39,40,42,44-47,49 This
included but was not limited to studies that incorporated the “Housing First” program model,
which prioritizes permanent, stable housing with supportive services, including linkages to nonmandated health services.50 Eleven studies incorporated evidence-based therapies or interactions
to improve patient-provider collaboration as an intervention component.28,30-33,36,39,40,44,48,49 The
most frequently described of these techniques were motivational interviewing (5 studies),
empathic/stigma reducing communication (4 studies). Eight studies included health education as
an intervention component, often emphasizing chronic disease self-management, navigating the
health care system, partnering with the care team, and social support.30-34,36,49 For example,
Stergiopoulos et al and Stanhope et al both described the role of patient education that is
responsive to both social and medical drivers of health by leveraging peer and social support.30,49
Additionally, 4 studies included crisis intervention as an available mechanism for a short-term
intensive response.32,39,48,49 Baker et al describe a nurse practitioner-driven program that offered
crisis services as a strategy to avoid unnecessary hospitalizations, incarceration, or a return to
homelessness.32 Finally, 7 studies described strategies to facilitate uptake of medical services by
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reducing clinic barriers.30,32,34,35,37,44,46 These strategies included reducing eligibility requirements
(eg, no requirements for sobriety or substance use treatment to participate), wait times,
appointment prioritization, and by embedding the clinic location within the target community.
Importantly, interventions often combined strategies to enhance effectiveness. For example,
Kelly et al describe how health education, case management, and evidence based patient
interactions can be delivered in conjunction as a multi-component self-management
intervention.31 It was delivered as a manualized, peer-led intervention using motivational
interviewing, cognitive behavioral strategies, and psychoeducation about the healthcare system,
benefits, health screenings, and working with medical providers.
Table 4. Patient-level Intervention Strategies by Domain
Intervention Strategy

Definition
Education/Training domain
Health education
Provide learning on health topics including navigation of
the health system, ways to reduce barriers to care,
health promotion/disease prevention strategies, and
information about specific health conditions
Patient-provider communication techniques domain
Motivational
Building motivation for behavior change and/or
interviewing/
engaging in realistic development of goals and plans to
goal-setting
meet them
Trauma-informed care A care approach that acknowledges the impact of
trauma history and seeks to promote appropriate
responses and avoid retraumatization
Empathic/stigma
An approach that seeks to act with empathy for an
reduction
individual’s state and reduce shame/negative
associations associated with conditions or seeking care
Supportive therapy
A form of psychotherapy that emphasizes the
importance of the relationship between provider and
patient in order to alleviate symptoms and address
challenges
Cognitive behavioral
A form of psychotherapy focused on addressing
therapy
unhelpful beliefs and behaviors to improve symptoms
Other therapies
Unspecified therapeutic interventions
Assertive community
A multidisciplinary team approach which provides direct
treatment
psychiatric care in the community, engages in assertive
outreach, and offers rehabilitation and support services
Harm reduction
A public health philosophy and accompanying set of
practices and principles aimed at reducing harms
associated with drug use and drug policies, as opposed
to focusing on a traditional approach of abstinence
promotion
Outreach domain
Assertive outreach
An intensive mental health services approach for
individuals with serious mental illness that aims to
promote engagement in the health care system
Hospital in-reach
An outreach approach that works with hospitalized
individuals to support discharge transitions, connect
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Definition
them with services, and reduce unnecessary
rehospitalization
A case management approach that seeks to support
incarcerated individuals who are being released to
connect with health care services
Clinical/case management domain
Immediate, short-term emergency response for a
distressed individual
Intake assessment/evaluation approach that engages
multiple specialties (eg, psychiatrist, physician, case
manager) with a focus on the patient's individuals needs
Linking patients and reducing barriers to essential
health and community services and resources and/or
coordinating these services
Coordination among health care providers as a patient
changes providers or settings
Structural/material supports domain
Assistance for transportation in the form of dedicated
financial support or items that support transportation
(eg, bus pass)
Money provided for the purchasing of food
Money provided toward temporary or permanent
housing
Instrumental assistance in the procurement of financial
or entitlement benefits
Hardware made available for the use of participants
Low-barrier clinic approaches domain
Ranking incoming referrals to prioritize a certain
category of patients for available appointments
Offering appointment scheduling in a way that allows
greater flexibility than a typical scheduling process,
which can include off-hours or extended hours access
and walk-in or on-demand appointment scheduling (eg,
extended hours/24-hour access)
Reducing or eliminating waiting times for appointment
scheduling
Services available at location of temporary housing
shelter
Not defined by author
Specifically notes lack of requirement of sobriety or
substance use treatment engagement for program
participation.
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Clinic-level Intervention Strategies
All of the included studies contained a clinic-level intervention strategy. The most frequently
described clinic-level strategy was population-specific employee training (n=9 studies). We also
found that most studies leveraged a multidisciplinary team structure through interdisciplinary
intervention staffing and established relationships with collaborative agencies to supplement
internal resources (Tables 5-7). Nine studies (12 articles, 4 ACCESS) included training beyond
what is required for discipline-specific licensure.31-34,36-39,41,43,48,49 Training and workforce
development strategies focused on skills and techniques that are tailored to the complex patient
population of interest. For example, the Jefferson Department of Family and Community
Medicine and a Housing First agency, Pathways to Housing-PA, formed a partnership to serve
patients with experiences of homelessness and SMI and required a homeless health training
rotation to develop skills specific to this population.46 Training and workforce development
strategies were often linked to intervention strategies at the system or patient/delivery level. An
illustrative example is “cross training” for programs in the ACCESS study that emphasized
system integration to ensure personnel were familiar with services and procedures from
partnering agencies to fully leverage service agreements that facilitated coordination and
collaboration.38-44 We found significant variation in the composition of intervention staffing,
with the most commonly represented disciplines being psychiatry, behavioral health, nursing,
social work, primary care, and peer support/community health workers. This was in contrast to
interventions that utilized referral networks to obtain support outside of core program offerings
(eg, referrals to community-based shelters).
Table 5. Clinic-level Intervention Strategies by Domain
Intervention
Strategy
Specific employee
training

Medical scribes

Peer support/
community health
workers

Medication review/
management

Definition

Study

Program staff support domain
Training related to intervention objectives that is
ACCESS38,39,41,43
not necessarily part the employee’s disciplinary
training (ie, motivational interviewing, stigma
Non-ACCESS31-34,36,37,48,49
reduction)
Specialized team members domain
A person or paraprofessional who specializes in
None
charting physician-patient encounters in real time,
such as during medical examinations
An individual based in the community who
promotes health and wellbeing through liaison
activities between health care agencies and the
community, or provides social assistance and
guidance to community residents
Clinical offering domain
Provider team assesses the combination of overthe-counter and prescription drugs used by an
individual to be sure they are safe and effective
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Table 6. Clinic-level Staffing by Discipline
Intervention Strategy
Behavioral health

Definition
Psychologist, licensed clinical social
worker (LCSW), therapist

Study

Kelly, 2018
McGuire, 200937
Patterson, 201247
Rivas-Vazquez, 200936
Psychiatrist
Physicians trained in psychiatry,
Baker, 201832
psychiatric/mental health nurse
Kelly, 201831
practitioners
McGuire, 200937
Patterson, 201247
Solomon, 198848
Stergiopoulos, 201249
Stergiopoulos, 201534
Weinstein, 201335
Weinstein, 201346
a
Nursing
Nurses without prescribing privileges of
Baker, 201832
any training level or not otherwise
McGuire, 200937
specified
Patterson, 201247
Rosenheck, 199345
Solomon, 198848
Weinstein, 201335
Weinstein, 201346
Primary care provider
Physicians trained in primary care, primary McGuire, 200937
care nurse practitioners/physician
Patterson, 201247
assistants
Rivas-Vazquez, 200936
Solomon, 198848
Stanhope, 201430
b
Stergiopoulos, 201534
Weinstein, 201335
Weinstein, 201346
Pharmacist
None
Case manager/ social
Outreach/other shelter staff
Kelly, 210831
worker (not as LCSW)
McGuire, 200937
Rivas-Vazquez, 200936
Rosenheck, 199345
Rosenheck, 199743
Solomon, 198848
Stergiopoulos, 201249
Stergiopoulos, 201534
Weinstein, 201335
Housing services
Short-term and long-term
Kelly, 201831
a
Study included nursing students
b
Study includes 2 separate models of care: 1 involves on-site psychiatry which is embedded into an integrated,
interdisciplinary team with primary care; in the second model, there is psychiatry available on-site but primary care
is accessed via neighboring clinics
31

Table 7. Collaborative Agencies for Services Outside Core Intervention Offerings
Intervention Strategy
Behavioral health/psychiatry
Medicine

Study
ACCESS
Non-ACCESS28,30-32,34,45,46,49
ACCESS41
41
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Non-ACCESS
ACCESS40,41
Non-ACCESS28,31,32,45
ACCESS41
Non-ACCESS30,32,35,36
ACCESS41
Non-ACCESS32,35,36,45,48
Not applicable
Non-ACCESS30
Non-ACCESS49

28,31,32,34,45,46,49

Social work/case management
Long-term housing services
Temporary housing services
Pharmacy
Senior living center
Vocational

System-level Intervention Strategies
Intervention strategies employed at the system level sought to improve multi-sector coordination,
information exchange, and evaluation. The most frequently described system-level intervention
components included shared electronic health record (n=4) and proactive patient monitoring
technology infrastructure (n=3) (Table 8). These systems were used to improve communication,
documentation, and care management. Similarly, proactive monitoring systems were also used to
anticipate patient needs and tailor the approach. Kelly et al evaluated a peer-delivered health
navigator model that incorporated the use of a collaborative electronic personal health record to
address challenges for this population related to paper record keeping.31,51 This type of health
record and electronic monitoring system and systems like it were used to organize care delivery,
anticipate patient needs, and facilitate communication between the patient and service
providers—an example of how organizations promoted interagency collaboration. We found 3
articles (all ACCESS studies) that included interagency collaboration as a system-level
strategy.39-41 Of note, this system-level strategy may have been used in other studies included in
the analysis but was not explicitly referenced. Finally, we found 2 studies that reported using
shared, standardized performance metrics to evaluate effectiveness across agencies and
clinics.46,47 An illustrative example of both interagency collaboration and shared performance
metrics is the intervention described in Patterson et al to improve outcomes for adults with SMI
who are chronically homeless in British Columbia.47 Shared performance metrics included
increased use of primary care, decreased hospital lengths of stay, decreased interactions with the
criminal justice system, and increased use of income assistance. The authors also describe a
common monitoring framework to ensure fidelity and standardization across sites in a system as
part of an overarching interagency collaboration.
Table 8. System-level Intervention Strategies
Intervention Strategy
Shared electronic
health record
Proactive monitoring
system

Definition
Data sharing infrastructure
Collaborating agencies use common electronic health
record (EHR) for care and management of patients
Collaborating agencies use common electronic
database for monitoring of patient needs in order to
anticipate needs
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Intervention Strategy
Definition
Study
Shared social services Collaborating agencies use common administrative
ACCESS39,44
administrative record
system for documentation of case management
Evaluation
Standard performance Agencies or clinics caring for patients report use of
Non-ACCESS46,47
metrics
standard quality measures to evaluate and monitor
care provided
Coordination Approaches
Interagency
A multidisciplinary group established to support
ACCESS39-41
collaborative body
ongoing interactions between agencies supporting the
target population

Access to Community Care and Effective Services and Supports (ACCESS)
In addition to the system-level intervention strategies noted above which were reported in the
included articles, the ACCESS federal demonstration program also established a set of specific
system integration strategies for use across its sites. Systems integration refers to efforts to
improve service system for a defined population rather than for individual patients. System
integration is a continuum of combined strategies at the system, clinic, and patient/delivery
levels, ranging from information sharing and communication to full-service delivery integration
(Table 9).41 As a part of ACCESS, participating sites were provided funding to facilitate
adoption of a range of system integration strategies that were selected and tailored to their local
context. As such, each site could have employed different combinations of strategies. While in
the preceding tables, we identified individual strategies reported in included ACCESS papers.
Below, we share the overarching range of potential system integration strategies used at each
ACCESS site.
Table 9. ACCESS: Potential System Integration Strategiesa
ACCESS Strategy
Co-location of
services
Systems integration
coordinator position

Cross-training

Interagency service
delivery team

Definition
Intervention Level
A multiservice center in a single location to facilitate access
to medical services, substance abuse treatment, housing
Clinic
assistance, entitlement programs, or financial assistance.
A staff position focused on implementing systems
integration activities. These responsibilities include
Clinic
engaging stakeholders, staffing interagency coalition
meetings, acting as a liaison to other systems, and
coordinating joint proposal or service contracts.
The training of staff on procedures and services available
at other agencies. This can include training staff to utilize
Clinic
agreements to collaborate, accept referrals, coordinate
services, or share patient information.
A service delivery team that is composed of
interdisciplinary staff from 1 or more agencies. The teamClinic
based approach is designed to address the complex
patient needs in an integrated manner.
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ACCESS Strategy

Definition
Intervention Level
An advisory group composed of representatives from
multiple agencies to address common challenges including
Interagency
formal agreements to reduce barriers to services,
System
coordinating body
eliminating duplication of services, and promoting access.
An interagency coordinating body can be established at
local or state level.
Interagency
Formal or informal agreements among agencies to
System
agreements
coordinate, collaborate, or offer combined services.
A broad array of agreements or arrangements to combine
Joint funding
funding to offer additional resources or support interagency
System
initiatives.
The designation of flexible funding sources that can be
Flexible funding
used to purchase expertise, fill gaps, or coordinate the
System
acquisition of addition resources.
A statutory or regulatory waiver aimed at reducing
Use of special
interagency barriers to services, eliminating duplication, or
System
waivers
promoting access.
The process of combining multiple programs or agencies
Consolidation of
under a centralized administrative structure to better
System
agencies
integrate delivery of services across previously fragmented
systems.
Interagency
Information tracking and management systems to facilitate
management
transfer of patient information, simplify referral processes,
System and Clinic
information and
reduce duplication of services or documentation, and
monitoring systems
improve access to services for patients.
Uniform applications, The standardization of processes used by participating
System, Clinic, and
eligibility criteria, and agencies that potential patients must complete to apply for
Patient
intake assessments
or receive services.
a
Table adapted from Cocozza, 2000.41

Approaches to Engagement with Primary Care
We considered the elements of integration between primary care and the other services provided
to patients with SMI and housing insecurity (eg, standard referral, enhanced referral, co-location
and interdisciplinary care planning) across each included study (Figure 6 and Table 10). We
considered the presence or absence of each element individually. Standard referral reflects the
most basic mechanism for patient referrals to primary care largely driven by insurance networks
and approvals. An enhanced referral was identified when a program had a clearly described,
established relationship with a primary care clinic that supported interactive communication
between the program providing housing services or mental services. Co-location was identified if
primary care and other program services are in physical proximity with each other. Finally,
interdisciplinary care planning indicates that multiple disciplines worked together to generate
and carry out plans of care for individual patients.
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Figure 6. Approaches to Engagement with Primary Careab

a

There could be overlap between approaches
Does not include ACCESS studies

b

Overall, we found that there was a relatively even distribution of the 4 key elements of practice
integration across included studies. Four studies included evidence of both co-location and
regular interdisciplinary care planning,34,36,37,46 while 1 additional study employed
interdisciplinary care planning but primary care was not co-located.30 For example, McGuire et
al reported on a VA-based integrated clinic in which homeless Veterans presenting to a housing
program screening clinic were seen same-day by a specially trained, co-located primary care
team.37 Three studies describe models in which primary care was co-located but there was no
clear reporting that interdisciplinary care planning took place.28,35,47 Six studies employed
enhanced referral mechanisms to connect patients with primary care.28,32,45-48 Baker et al
demonstrated an enhanced referral process as part of a psychiatric/mental health NP-run,
independent community health center which cared for individuals who were homeless or had
housing insecurity due to SMI; they maintained a “robust referral system” and regular contact to
primary care within local major health care systems.32 Four studies used a standard referral
process to connect patients with primary care based on typical consult mechanisms guided by
insurance networks and without the benefit of established interactive relationships.31,33,34,49 Note
that 1 of these studies is a 2-armed study in which 1 arm features fully integrated primary care
that is co-located with interdisciplinary planning and the other arm used a standard referral
process.34 Some studies used multiple routes to connect patients with primary care; for example,
Weinstein and colleagues report on a Philadelphia-based program which embedded a primary
care provider from a nearby academic family and community medicine department into an
existing Housing First care management team as part of an integrated care program, and also
supported patients who preferred to receive primary care from a non-specific local source. Of
note, for some of the included studies, the description of the connection with primary care was
minimal and it is possible that included programs in practice incorporated more elements of
integration with primary care than were reported in the published intervention description.
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Table 10. Elements of Primary Care Integration
Intervention Strategy
Definition
Study
Interdisciplinary care
Multidisciplinary team (eg, medical providers, social Non-ACCESS30,34,36,37,46
planning
workers, nurses) meet on a routine basis to discuss
patient cases but not necessarily co-located
Co-location
Services that are located in the same physical
Non-ACCESS28,34-37,46,47a
space (eg, office, building, campus), though not
necessarily fully integrated with one another (eg,
mental health, primary health care)
Enhanced referral
Existing relationships between the intervention site Non-ACCESS28,32,45-48
and community primary care, but which is not
integrated into the intervention program
Standard referral
Intervention described as connecting patients to
Non-ACCESS31,33,34,49
primary care but does not provide evidence of
interactive communication with those services; this
is akin to a case manager facilitating a referral to an
external community based primary care clinic from
which the patient may be eligible to receive services
a
34
Stergiopoulos 2015 includes 2 separate models of care: 1 involves onsite psychiatry that is embedded into an
integrated, interdisciplinary team with primary care; 1 involves psychiatry available onsite but primary care is
accessed via neighboring clinics.

Intervention Complexity
We categorized the complexity of included interventions using the iCAT_SR tool grouped by
clinic-based interventions versus system or interagency interventions (see Appendix G for studyspecific iCAT_SR determinations). Among interventions focused on individual clinical
programs, areas of high complexity common across studies included having multiple active
intervention components that targeted a complex collection of behaviors (Figure 7). Interventions
were typically highly flexible to allow tailoring of support provided to individual patients
depending on their clinical and housing needs. In general, the nature of the causal pathway from
the intervention to the intended patient outcome (eg, improved physical/mental health, stable
housing) was often not explicitly described, but inferred to be variable and to occur over an
extended period of time, adding complexity. Areas of intervention complexity that varied from
study to study included the organizational levels targeted by the intervention, as some
interventions focused only patients receiving care while others also included provider and clinic
level components. Interactions of intervention components were found to be moderately to
highly complex as most interventions involved interdisciplinary care across multiple facets of a
given patient’s social, mental, and physical health with an explicit expectation that these aspects
of care be coordinated and intertwined. In general, we found that the effect of most interventions
would be impacted by individual level factors for both patients (eg, degree of SMI symptom
severity) and providers (eg, experience and comfort with caring for target population). In
contrast, we found a low level of complexity related to expectations of the skills of program
participants at entry, as patients could receive care at whatever baseline function they had.
Similarly, the staff delivering these interventions were generally felt to require minimal skills
beyond their standard disciplinary training with the exception of education on the specific health
and social needs of the target population and possibly around interdisciplinary collaboration.
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Figure 7. Intervention Complexity Heat Map by Core Dimension of iCAT_SRa

a

1= lowest level complexity for dimension; 2 = moderate complexity; 3 = highest complexity
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Reported Effects of Included studies
While in keeping with an evidence map, we did not seek to synthesize the effects of
interventions described in the included articles. However, in order to facilitate contextualization
of the included literature, we report the findings of included articles as reported by the authors.
Appendix E includes high-level summaries of the authors reported findings by included study
with note of the study design, length of follow-up, and total number of participants when
relevant. Reported findings suggest possible benefit in the areas of improved health
outcomes,28,37 reduced emergency room/hospital utilization,32,34,37 increased primary care use,45
and reduced recidivism.36,46 In addition, reported findings suggest that integration of care across
agencies within a larger system is complex and requires intentional efforts.41,42,44
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KEY QUESTION 2: What measures have been used to evaluate
interventions among adults with experiences of homelessness or who
are at high risk of experiencing homelessness and who have SMI to
promote engagement in primary care?
Key Points
•

Included articles measured outcomes at the patient, clinic, or system level; patient level
accounted for the majority of measured outcomes.

•

Most common measures at the patient level were mental health status and substance use.

•

Measures related to primary care integration included the number of primary care visits
and the number of days between program enrollment and primary care visit.

Detailed Findings
For KQ 2, we organize findings on the approaches to measuring the effect of interventions
seeking to promote primary care engagement for adults with SMI and housing insecurity at 3
levels: patient level, clinic level, and system level (Figure 8). Of the 22 included articles
(evaluating 15 studies), only 1 included outcomes at all 3 levels of analysis.40 Of the 5 articles
that included outcomes at 2 levels, 4 examined both patient- and clinic-level outcomes31,32,48,49
and 1 examined both clinic- and system-level outcomes.44 The remaining 15 articles examined
outcomes at only 1 level: 12 at the patient level28-30,33,34,36-38,43,45-47; 1 at the clinic level35; and 3 at
the system level.39,41,42 Overall, most studies (17) evaluated outcomes at the patient level, and the
fewest studies (5) at the system level. Appendix D summarizes the specific outcomes measures
used for the included studies.
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Figure 8. Outcome Measures Mapping

Outcomes evaluated at the patient level spanned a range of potentially overlapping domains that
could be loosely categorized as mental and physical health; community functioning, community
integration and quality of life; care utilization; patient experience and quality of care; and unmet
needs/barriers to care. At the patient level, outcomes most commonly assessed mental health (6
studies) and substance use (5 studies) outcomes. Measures used to assess mental health included
validated interviews and questionnaires such as the SF-36, Diagnostic Interview Schedule, and
Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale.28,33,34,37,40,45 Substance abuse outcomes were measured using
either the Addiction Severity Index or self-report.28,32,34,37,40,45 Other patient-level outcomes
commonly assessed were involvement with the justice system (ie, incarcerations,
arrests)32,36,37,47; housing-related outcomes (ie, self-reported number of days on the street or in
shelter, achievement of independent housing)28,33,34,40; emergency department visits or
hospitalizations28,32,34,37,45,47; and quality of life.28,33,40 Measures that specifically addressed
primary care integration included the number of primary care visits34,37 and the number of days
between program enrollment and primary care visit.37 Of the 11 outcomes evaluated at the clinic
level, only the fidelity-to-care model was measured in more than 1 study.40,49 Of the 5 outcomes
evaluated at the system level, only integration strategies39-41 and service linkage were measured
in more than one study.42,44
Summary of KQ 2 Findings
Overall, few consistent outcomes or outcome measures were used across studies. The only
exception to this was the use of validated measures of mental health and substance abuse
outcomes such as the Addiction Severity Index. Follow-up for outcome evaluation ranged from 3
weeks to 18 months, with the majority falling between 6 and 18 months. The concentration of
outcome measures was greatest in the same area in which intervention strategies were found,
specifically at the patient level.
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SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
We conducted an evidence map of interventions evaluated to promote primary care engagement
of individuals with SMI and experiences of homelessness or who have housing insecurity.
Overall, a modest body of literature has been published in this area, largely during the last 30
years. Most of the identified literature comprised program evaluations or observational studies of
existing health system- or community-based programs, primarily from outside the VA but all
within the United States or Canada. Few programs were solely focused on linking the target
population to primary care; rather, connecting patients to longitudinal medical care was most
often 1 of multiple intervention goals. Interventions were complex, particularly due to the
employment of varied combinations of intervention strategies targeting multiple patient
behaviors. Outcome measures were variable across studies with most at the patient level, and few
studies measured engagement of primary care.
We identified 15 unique studies evaluating interventions to promote engagement in primary care
for adults with experiences of homelessness and SMI). One study, ACCESS, was a multisite
comparative program evaluation of a large HHS-funded demonstration project in the United
States to improve population health for persons with experiences of homelessness and mental
illness. The 14 other studies evaluated community and healthcare affiliated interventions, 10 of
which were published in the United States and 4 in Canada. Most evaluations were
observational, and only 2 used a randomized controlled trial (RCT) design. We identified
intervention strategies across patient, clinic, and systems levels—most studies employed
strategies at multiple levels. The most common patient-level strategies were case management,
material assistance, evidence-based interactions, and health education. The most common cliniclevel strategies were multidisciplinary teams, population-specific employee training, and
established referral relationships with partner agencies. The most common system-level
strategies were data sharing and patient monitoring technology. Studies used a range of
approaches to integrate primary care with other services for this patient population, including colocation, interdisciplinary care planning, standard referral, and enhanced referral. In particular,
the ACCESS program sough to integrate social and medical care for persons with experiences of
homelessness and mental illness through formalizing and growing cross-agency linkages. For
some studies, the description of primary care engagement was limited and difficult to categorize.
Programs that had the highest degree of complexity generally included multiple intervention
components, targeted a range of behaviors, were highly flexible, required additional staff
training, and intervened across multiple service sectors. Most programs did not require program
participants to have a high level of skill to participate despite the complexity of the targeted
behaviors.

PRIOR SYSTEMATIC REVIEWS
Prior systematic reviews evaluated interventions for patients with SMI or who had experienced
homelessness, but did not explicitly address the intersection of patients with experiences of
homelessness and SMI. Health Quality Ontario (2016)14 reviewed 5 studies to identify
interventions that improved access to a primary care provider for people with experiences of
homelessness. Two studies included Veterans and 3 studies identified high rates of mental illness
in their study populations. Intervention strategies identified included orientation to the clinic,
outreach, primary care integration into homeless services, and housing and supportive services;
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however, interventions were complex and included multiple components. The authors concluded
that orientation to clinic services may improve access to a primary care provider, but in general
evidence was of low quality. Jego and colleagues (2018) aimed to describe which primary care
programs offer care to populations experiencing homelessness.15 That review included 19 studies
of any design. Only 1 of these studies was included in the Health Quality Ontario review.52 Jego
et al found that most programs were complex and included multidisciplinary team-based and
integrated-care approaches. The results from both reviews about the importance of clinic
orientation as a strategy to improve access to health care emerged from 1 RCT by O’Toole et al;
clinic orientation was a treatment arm that comprised a personal health assessment and brief inperson introduction to the clinic. We did not find any studies that used this strategy in our
evidence map. Similar to the findings of these prior reviews, we identified organizational
strategies in studies with clearly defined homeless and mental illness samples. Interventions
usually had multiple components and almost always relied on some level of multidisciplinary
interaction among health and social service providers.
A 2011 systematic review conducted by the Durham VA ESP examined care models to improve
health outcomes of individuals with serious mental illness, though primary care engagement was
not the direct outcome of interest. Bradford and colleagues (2011) identified 7 papers, of which 4
were RCTs (n=3 in Veterans) that met study criteria.53 The review found that most models were
implemented in mental health specialty settings and relied on care management or care
coordination strategies. Integration elements of the patient-centered medical home were not
always clearly implemented. Our evidence map findings align with the findings of that
systematic review in that we also identified care coordination and care management as
commonly used strategies. Some of the studies we reviewed assessed strong models of
integration, though in some studies models were not well described. Our evidence map advances
current understanding for populations with an overlap in experiences of homelessness and mental
illness. We benefitted from the organizational structures and components suggested by prior
reviews, and we are able to disaggregate intervention components at multiple levels to
understand patient, clinic, and organizational factors. However, none of the other reviews used a
standardized approach to evaluate intervention complexity—our evidence map thus contributes
to the literature in this unique way.

CLINICAL AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS
Our evidence map identified studies evaluating interventions which sought to promote primary
care engagement among patients with experiences of homelessness and SMI, most of which had
interventional elements occurring at 3 distinct levels (ie, patient, clinic, system). The included
studies demonstrated heterogeneous approaches to promotion of primary care engagement, and it
was clear that no single approach has been applied universally. While an evidence map is not
intended to draw conclusions about which intervention approaches result in improved outcomes,
our findings offer some implications for clinical and health policy groups charged with
improving the care of this patient population. First, our study identifies and categorizes elements
that have been employed in various combinations to improve primary care engagement among
this target population. Health care systems, federal agencies, and nonprofits seeking to initiate or
build similar programs could use our mapping of multi-level strategies to develop their
intervention approach and ensure in-depth consideration of a variety of patient-facing clinic
structure and interagency approaches. Second, our description of intervention complexity of the
included studies could guide new programs in this area about the ways their intervention design
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places demand on different dimensions of structural and person-level components. Moreover,
existing programs could compare their program components against the examples described in
this report to ensure that potential dimensions of complexity are both purposefully addressed and
articulated for ideal communication. Finally, our outcome mapping can help programs for
patients with SMI and housing insecurity consider the breadth of approaches to measuring
program effectiveness and identify the strongest outcome.
Within the VA health care system, there are numerous rich resources both for complex mental
health illnesses such as SMI and for individuals who are experiencing homelessness or housing
security. For example, the VA offers a collaborative primary care model for Veterans who
experience homelessness; these clinics co-locate staff with expertise in mental health, substance
use, medical care, and homelessness support. Separately, the VA offers a Mental Health
Intensive Care Management Program (MHICM) which helps Veterans with SMI live in the
community through intensive case management; however, this program is not integrated with
primary care. The VA is also testing an SMI PACT for individuals with SMI whose psychiatric
symptoms can be managed in primary care with consultation from mental health and psychiatry
services54 and offers evidenced-based programs to help Veterans integrate into the community
and earn an income through supported employment, which historically has focused on Veterans
with SMI.55 However, these resources often operate separately, and as a result, individuals who
are part of this target population might fall through the cracks. Yet the existing resources offered
by the VA could support the development of integrated population-specific programs that pool
collective efforts in a patient-centered manner and that require less navigational and engagement
skills from the patients themselves. Intentional program development with attention to
intervention complexity and strategy choice could also inform the appropriate choice of outcome
measures.

LIMITATIONS
This evidence synthesis should be interpreted in the context of several limitations, which are
outlined in the following paragraphs.
Study Quality and Design
We found 1 significant limitation of the existing literature considered for this evidence map in
the lack of studies designed to determine the effectiveness of care models focused on connecting
patients with SMI and experiences of homelessness to primary care. While not surprising, much
of the identified literature comprised non-comparative, 1-armed evaluations using varying
approaches to assess outcomes. Moreover, many of the included interventions were not
singularly focused on promoting primary care engagement. It is likely that there are additional
programs in practice that have attempted to connect patients with SMI and experiences of
homelessness to primary care but that have not been described in the peer-reviewed literature.
We also found few pragmatic trials or implementation studies that would be helpful to inform
future implementation of novel programs to support this patient population.
In addition, we found a wide variety of outcome measures used across studies without a
consistent outcome for primary care engagement. This may have occurred because many of the
studies were not focused on primary care engagement, or at least did not have this as a primary
aim, as we included studies that may not have been designed for the express purpose of assessing
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our outcome of interest. However, given that patient engagement with primary care occurs across
a spectrum, from initial appointment scheduling to longitudinal interaction for chronic disease
management, the field would benefit from clearly defined, patient-oriented, and clinically
meaningful outcomes. In particular, further investigation is warranted to link programmatic
elements with concrete outcomes and guide future development of programs. In addition to
examining the impact of individual elements on outcomes, it is important to understand how the
inclusion of elements at each level, and their interaction, are received by both patients and
providers of services. For example, experience of homelessness (ie, street homeless vs housing
instability) could moderate intervention effects, but few studies considered patient-level
moderators. Given the range of outcomes evaluated, it is difficult to determine whether this
length of time is sufficient to capture meaningful change in the constructs measured. From a
broad perspective, there appears to be a lack of consistency in research in populations
experiencing homelessness as to what constitutes “housing stability” or “tenancy sustainment”,
which can make it challenging to systematically evaluate what interventions are necessary, and
for how long, to achieve health- and stability-related outcomes.56 Finally, no outcome measures
were clearly validated or designed for the specific patient population of those with experiences of
homelessness.
Intervention Strategy Reporting
We encountered challenges with the identification and interpretation of intervention strategies. In
addition, the depth and detail provided about the intervention itself was generally insufficient for
determining the level of integration using validated tools or for fully facilitating replication.27
Types of information that we might recommend other program designers and evaluators report
include the extent to which behavioral and medical providers are involved in clinical decisionmaking. Moreover, some included studies only provided details on a few specific intervention
components, and thus it is possible that additional components were employed and just not
described. For example, informal interagency or multi-sector collaboration agreements to
facilitate referrals or shared resources may have been leveraged but not explicitly reported. No
included studies reported using a theoretical model to guide intervention or program
development or described potential mechanisms of effect. Additionally, we only found studies
that focused on the pathway of engaging patients with SMI and housing insecurity to primary
care, and none that were developed to provide or enhance services to patients already in primary
care who develop housing insecurity or destabilizing of their SMI.
It is important to note the limitations of our approach to this evidence map as well. First, we
limited our eligibility criteria to those studies that were either clearly intended for patients with
SMI or met our criteria for SMI through other diagnoses. It is possible that we excluded studies
that did not explicitly report serving a majority of patients with SMI and thus missed some
potentially relevant literature. Second, we categorized intervention strategies according to our
understanding of the target of the strategy itself (patient, clinic, or system). Some strategies, such
as assertive community treatment, could be considered to target multiple levels, and others might
have been categorized differently. Third, we chose to use the iCAT-SR, a state-of-the-art
approach to classify complex interventions. Despite using this methodologically strong approach,
other ways of examining this aspect of the literature (eg, TIDIER 57) may have produced
dissimilar results.
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Generalizability and Applicability of Findings to the VA Population
While patient populations represented in this evidence map are likely similar to Veterans with
SMI and housing insecurity, the majority were not conducted in VA clinical settings (only 2
were in the VA37,45). Yet most of the interventions described rely heavily on local resources and
collaborative agencies to supply the complex and multifaceted health and social support needed,
and the VA has many similar system-level offerings that could be brought to scale to address the
primary care health needs of this population. For example, the VA is an integrated health and
social service system that has a common medical record, robust homeless support services, colocated behavioral and physical health care, and primary care providers with training in
evidence-based patient interactions like motivational interviewing. However, coordinating across
these sectors in the VA is still a challenge,58 and as with most interventions, these services
address SMI and experience of homelessness as distinct vulnerabilities. Therefore, there are
opportunities to improve current services by implementing clinic- and patient-level strategies for
individuals with both conditions using consistent outcome measurement to assess their effect on
primary care engagement.

RESEARCH GAPS/FUTURE RESEARCH
As 1 purpose of an evidence map is to identify gaps in the literature, here we consider areas that
future work might address. First, we found only 1 study that enrolled patients directly from the
criminal justice system. Given that this patient population has high levels of justice involvement,
focusing on connecting with patients in this area would be valuable. Second, many of the
included studies focused solely on either the initial connection with primary care or providing
integrated care for acute issues. Attention to the longitudinal relationship of maintaining primary
care engagement for this population will be crucial for improving long-term health outcomes.
Third, additional validation of outcome measures across the spectrum of primary care
engagement used consistently across studies and program evaluations would support
comparisons and summary of effectiveness. Fourth, while randomized controlled trials are the
gold standard for efficacy intervention evaluations, they are unlikely to be appealing or feasible
in this context. Well-conducted stepped wedge design pragmatic trials could offer a rigorous
approach to evaluating future interventions for this population. On a brief review of
clinicaltrials.gov, no studies focused on patients with SMI and experiences of homelessness were
identified, though there were a small number of studies focused on chronic medical conditions
among patients with SMI (eg, diabetes, obesity, cardiovascular risk). Given the level of
complexity needed to care for the target population, adaptive studies that build in ways to test
various components and outcomes would constitute another potentially useful methodological
approach. Relatedly, few studies employed rigorous implementation science methods. Most
interventions were localized without a demonstrated vision for scaling up the effective
components. Implementation science will be essential to understanding barriers and facilitators
to implementation and how these interventions need to be adapted for broader scale up and
dissemination. Table 11 outlines multiple other areas for consideration for future intervention
strategy testing.
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Table 11. Evidence Gaps and Areas for Future Research Consideration
Population
• Patients with SMI and experiences of homelessness identified through the criminal justice system
Interventions
• Interventions designed to follow patients throughout the spectrum of primary care engagement,
including longitudinal follow-up
• Optimal team composition and collaboration for interdisciplinary approach (eg, how primary care
teams should differ when engaging this population)
• Embedding technologies related to proactive monitoring and care coordination)
• Identifying implementation strategies to facilitate adoption of evidence-based interventions
• Identification of evidence based “core components” of multicomponent interventions
• Theory-based interventions
Comparators
• Various models of primary care integration approaches
• Different clinical and community settings or health care systems
• Across important subpopulations for which programs might be more effective than for others
Outcomes
• Validated measures of primary care engagement across the spectrum of engagement from initial visit
to longitudinal care
• Cost effectiveness
• Patient-reported outcomes
Setting
• Long-term housing support program
• Rural communities
• VA-based health care systems

CONCLUSIONS
Individuals with SMI and housing insecurity often have chronic, complicated health needs.
Addressing these health needs requires population-tailored interventions to promote longitudinal
primary care engagement. We mapped the breadth of literature seeking to engage this patient
population with primary care, including those interventions focused at the individual clinic level
to national multi-site demonstration projects. In general, studies did not focus on primary care
engagement as a primary outcome. We found that programs typically employ multiple
intervention strategies, usually across patient, provider, and system levels. While not always
well-described, the approaches used to engage patients with primary care could involve colocation with other service disciplines, interdisciplinary care planning, and enhanced and
standard referral processes. Organizations seeking to optimize the health care of this vulnerable
patient population can use this map to inform program strategy choices during development and
reevaluation. This literature could be improved by rigorous study designs to evaluate the
effectiveness of interventions, standardized descriptions of intervention components sufficient
for replication and full characterization, and a uniform and validated approach to measuring
primary care engagement. As one of the nation’s largest integrated health care providers, the VA
may be in a unique position, given its robust history of addressing the needs of Veterans
experiencing homelessness, collaborative mental health care programs, and patient-centered
medical home model, to consider tailoring and developing new programs for patients with SMI
and housing insecurity incorporating the considerations noted above.59
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